UE Trying Lynn Trick Here

For the past two months UE has been running all over New York with loyalty, legal action, "consumer" cases, "organizing" drives, and all sorts of gimmicks.

There have been so many of these that many workers have had to find time to keep them straight.

But one thing is certain, and this was brought out in the open in the last week or so. UE's men have been running in the open and in the public to try to get its hands on the property of the workers and the building fund, particularly the building fund, which will be sold if our new Local Headquarters

What really happens here is the fact that Local 301 Officers are after the money and they have no right to protect our hands and property before the outsiders could get their hands on it.

To prevent this, UE officials did this because they knew what happened in the past to workers who didn't keep their property safe.

For every year since 1939 UE has been running around the country taking away the property of others and selling it in order to get its hands on the property and money of the other workers.

In Lynn, in the past four years, UE has squandered more than $7,500 of GW workers' money in court actions, litigation, legal fees, and other phony business.

Today Lynn GW workers haven't gotten their Union hall and property back—in spite of the fact that they have had four elections and who will get elected every time.

Today, the 'local' Officers of Lynn have suffered the same fate as the hands of the UAW, and the money is all gone.

If Local 301 Officers had not moved forcefully and effectively to stop the transfer, the money would be lost to the local and the property would belong to a stranger.

In Lynn, the money taken by the UAW Officers is not to be used for the benefit of the workers, but only to serve the Officers themselves.

In Lynn—In the past four years, UE has squandered $7,500 of GW workers' money in court actions, litigation, legal fees, and other phony business.

The Turbine Turbine

Money Audit

Will Nail Lie

Turbine Steward as they met Tuesday to reaffirm decision to unite the GE chain in IUE-CIO.

Money Audit

Will Nail Lie

During the past two weeks the Audit of Local 301 has been completed.

That audit, made by the foremen of E. L. Lehigh Line Co. in New York City, will be introduced in Court on Monday. We are confident that this audit will show that the Officers have had maliciously in their possession and used the money of the company.

To say that there is no unrest at UFW's New York office is "louder" than the rest.

Money Audit

Will Nail Lie

3 More Locals Quit UE

Another former UE shop joined H-E-C-O Turbine

Hearing Set For Thursday

The National Labor Relations Board has announced that UE will be held an "unfair labor practice" hearing on May 20 regarding Local 301's petition to be reinstated.

UE represented more than 1,000 workers in that area. Today, more than 1,000 workers in the area are still out on strike.
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301 Continues to Enforce Job Rates, Conditions

During the past week Local 301 has continued to enforce job rates of important grievances against members in Big 4. Some of these are:

1. In Foreman Anderson's section of Big 4, 15 members worked on their own without union representation.

2. In Big 15, Foreman Kline refused to take care of grievances in accordance with the union contract.

3. In Big 15, Foreman Lenzini refused to pay per capita dues as required by the union contract.

4. In Big 4, the company was required to pay for all grievances in accordance with the union contract.

5. In Big 4, the company was required to pay for all grievances in accordance with the union contract.

6. In Big 4, the company was required to pay for all grievances in accordance with the union contract.

The company made a proper offer of $291.50 to $301.50 to all members in Big 4.

Looking at the Outsiders—

TOM FLANNAGAN—Every Local He Touches Votes IUE-CIO

One of the key elements in the IUE-CIO membership drive is the ability to attract new members. Flanagan has been very successful in this area. He has been active in Local 301 and has helped to organize many new members. His knowledge of the IUE-CIO and his ability to effectively communicate the benefits of membership have been crucial factors in his success. Flanagan's ability to work with locals and their leadership has also contributed to his success.

Weakness of UE Costs Jobs Everywhere

The weakness of UE in general is highlighted throughout the article. The costs of UE membership are a significant barrier to membership. The article emphasizes the importance of addressing these costs in order to attract new members. The author suggests that UE should consider offering incentives to members who refer new members, as well as offering membership at a lower cost to attract more people.

UE Still Trying to Steal 301 Funds

At the present time, Local 301 members are preparing a legal action against the IUE-CIO. The union is accused of attempting to steal funds from the local union. The article highlights the importance of protecting the interests of local union members and the need for UE to be transparent in its financial dealings.

From the attempts to steal and conceal money, UE is losing the confidence of its members. UE's reputation is damaged, and the union is losing the trust of its members. The article calls for transparent financial practices and an end to the attempts to steal funds.
UE Repudiated Throughout the Country

The basic issue in this case is unity of all workers. Previously UE seems to have adhered to this, but it has started talking about "unity," too. Therefore UE workers should investigate what kind of "unity" it is. UE is talking about.

What is "unity"? UE doesn't say. Obviously it can't be unity with GE workers, but UE doesn't represent any others. At least not to speak of.

So far, we can be sure—UE doesn't want unity for itself. Now it's the UE's round on "unity".

1. For five years UE has offered CIO Unions the UE brand of "unity". Five years in a row it has been turned down.

2. For five years UE has offered AFL Unions the AU brand of "unity". Five years in a row it has been turned down.

3. For five years UE has offered a new UE brand of "unity". "This is not a real brand of "unity". We have turned it down two years in a row."

4. For five years UE has offered CIO Unions the AU brand of "unity". Five years in a row it has been turned down.

What happens to the Loop in Your Lap When You Stand Up?

The True "Essington Story"—

The real story about Essington—the place UE is building so much about—has finally come out. The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin of April 11 exposes the UE plans that it now FEU that "saved" the jobs of Essington workers. That story reads as follows:

"Amidst all the noise of mill workers' rallies, there is unity in the mill. That is why UE members were able to stick together and make a Demarco-accord in the mill. We stood firm and our ties with the other unions are stronger than ever."

And there is the story of UE's success. "There is unity in the mill. That is why UE members were able to stick together and make a Demarco-accord in the mill."

UE-CIO LOCALS IN GE

Jinekies, New York
Boulder, New Jersey
Mahar, New Jersey
Hispanic, Masaccio
Luchies, Friendly
Unites, Indiana
Fickses, Indiana
Andres, Alabama
Cleveland, Ohio
Crecy, Wisconsin
Warren, Ohio
Wichita, Indiana
Cleveland, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Wichita, Kansas
Topeka, Kansas
Medford, Oregon
Medford, Oregon
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Kalamazoo, Michigan

UE-CIO OFFERS UNIITY IN A GRAVEYARD

The local in this example is unity of UE workers. The UE-CIO speaks of "real" unity, with a "real" union and a "real" company. The UE-CIO claims that "real" unity is better than "paper" unity. And it is.

This is nothing but a front. It is not "real" unity. This is a unity that you can no longer profit from.

The UE-CIO claims to have a "real" company. But what does this mean? Is it a company that is able to provide jobs for all its workers? Is it a company that is able to provide good wages and benefits? Is it a company that is able to provide a safe and healthy working environment?
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UNITY WITH WHAT?

The fact is, this example is unity of UE workers. UE-CIO speaks of "real" unity, with a "real" union and a "real" company. The UE-CIO claims that "real" unity is better than "paper" unity. And it is.

This is nothing but a front. It is not "real" unity. This is a unity that you can no longer profit from.

The UE-CIO claims to have a "real" company. But what does this mean? Is it a company that is able to provide jobs for all its workers? Is it a company that is able to provide good wages and benefits? Is it a company that is able to provide a safe and healthy working environment?
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UNITY OF 100,000 GE WORKERS MEANS

The Following 56 GE Locals Are United in UE-CIO

Albuquerque, NM
Amarillo, Texas
Baltimore, Maryland
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Boston, Massachusetts
Buffalo, New York
Cleveland, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Dayton, Ohio
Detroit, Michigan
East St. Louis, Illinois
El Paso, Texas
Fort Worth, Texas
Gainesville, Florida
Grand Island, Nebraska
Greenville, South Carolina
Hammond, Indiana
Hartford, Connecticut
Huntington, Indiana
Jacksonville, Florida
Kansas City, Kansas
Lansing, Michigan
Los Angeles, California
Louisville, Kentucky
Memphis, Tennessee
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Newark, New Jersey
New Haven, Connecticut
New Orleans, Louisiana
New York City, New York
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Pittsfield, Massachusetts
Pueblo, Colorado
Rochester, New York
Rochester, New Hampshire
Rockford, Illinois
Syracuse, New York
Syracuse, New Hampshire
Toledo, Ohio
Tucson, Arizona
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
Wichita, Kansas
Williamsport, Pennsylvania
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Youngstown, Ohio
Waukegan, Illinois
Yonkers, New York
Zanesville, Ohio

UNITY OF 100,000 GE WORKERS MEANS

Higher Wages and More Job Security

TONIGHT—9:15